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I tried to carry out objective research during the month I spent in Venice, looking at the votive bridge built yearly for the 
Festa della Madonna della Salute and its great level of flexibility, but the more time I spent researching this magnificent 

city, the more I would only be able to think about how much Venice has been spoilt over the course of the past few 
decades. Therefore, I decided to develop this written piece in a very personal way. What I am about to say is not 

ground-breaking information, but it comes out of a very pure and intimate experience.

I spent my month-long stay in a tiny, quirky two-bedroom house in the Arsenale area alongside two other September fellows. 
At first the house felt extremely authentic. I believed I was experiencing a true Venetian life. Very quickly though I realised that 
nothing about that house and that area was ‘Venetian’. The narrow streets, the colourful laundry hanging from the drying wires. 
It all looked real and authentic, but looking underneath the surface it was obvious that no locals lived in those streets and that 
most of the people I saw were tourists who were staying in Venice for just a few days. The house itself seemed to be almost 
staged, decorated with painted plates over the walls and plenty of carnival masks scattered around the place. 

Venice is one of the most visited cities in Italy, with over 20m people coming into the city every year but only half of these stay 
in the city overnight. An extremely high number of tourists only come for the day. They get into Piazza San Marco at 11am, 
have an overly expensive cappuccino at Cafè Florian, before embarking upon an € 80 gondola ride. After that, they pay a 
quick visit to Ponte di Rialto but are swiftly off to buy some cheap (probably fake) Murano glassware and one or two Carnival 
masks from the numerous stands in Piazza San Marco. At 6pm the organised tour groups meet again for the vaporetto back 
to Piazzale Roma. For those involved, they have just taken part in an authentic Venice experience. 

Whilst working in Venice I tried to take advantage of my free time, visiting numerous museums, galleries and churches. It 
can be hard to find your way around Venice, because all the streets look the same and you can very easily lose your sense 
of direction. Very often I would look up the places I wanted to go to on Google Maps. The app also gives you a (normally 
accurate) estimated time for your journey. In Venice, the estimated time was always completely wrong, not because Google 
Maps was not working correctly, but because you would always have to add the extra time spent fighting your way through 
the crowd. I believe I have never seen such a busy place before in my life. 

After spending the first few days in awe of the city’s beauty, I spent the rest of my time in Venice with conflicting feelings of love 
and hate. You can only feel such tormented and contrasting emotions for someone, or in this case something, you deeply 
care for. 

I have had the opportunity to visit many places in my life and Venice is the most beautiful yet the most problematic one I have 
ever encountered. 

Venice is of “outstanding universal value” and therefore part of the UNESCO World Heritage Sites. To be included within the 
UNESCO list, the site must meet at least one of the following 10 criteria:

Despite meeting 6 out of 10 criteria, if nothing is done to prevent further aggravation of the already great problems the city is 
experiencing, UNESCO is going to add the city to the “heritage in danger” list – which is the first step towards being removed 
from the UNESCO Heritage Sites list.

Following the 2014 Doha meeting, UNESCO decided to send some consultants to fully investigate the situation in Venice 
and write a report on it. This was completed in 2015 and resulted in a 74 page report entitled ‘Venice and its Lagoon’, 
which highlights the numerous issues that Venice is suffering and a time-frame in which to address them. No decision on 
the future of Venice’s UNESCO listing has been made yet and the final decision has been pushed back until February 2017 
(Salvaggiulo, 2016). 

The main issues identified within the report (UNESCO, 2016) are as follows:

After reading the report and identifying the main issues that Venice is experiencing, it became clear to me how the city is 
steadily perishing and is on the way to becoming a Disneyfied version of itself. ‘Disneyfied’, for me, is the correct term to define 
Venice. Very little of the city still feels authentic. Not authentic in terms of architectural features, but in its inability to provide 
an authentic experience of the city.

It will never work, you might think. Actually, it could. It could because, as I found out whilst visiting the exhibition entitled 
‘A world of fragile parts’, which was a cooperation between the Victoria and Albert Museum and the Venice Biennale and 
focussed on the topic of authenticity, it is only mainly European cultures that value the concept of the original. Many other 
cultures don’t have such a high regard for the original. For example, there is an exact copy of the Tour Eiffel and some Parisian 
architecture in Tianducheng, a small town in China. Or as another example, still in China we already have a crude copy of 
Venice in the city of Dalian. Even in the US there is a kitsch copy of Venice in Las Vegas. Interestingly, I happened to converse 
with an American couple whilst on a vaporetto ride from Piazzale Roma to Arsenale. When I asked them if they had ever been 
to Venice before, their reply was “Of course! Many times, although this is the first time we have ever come to the Venice here 
in Italy!”. It could work.

It is only in the last century that the term ‘copy’ has taken on a negative connotation in European cultures. In fact, copies used 
to be highly regarded in Europe as well. They were thought to have an extremely high educational value in a world where it 
was much harder to travel and experience the original art pieces and places. 

Tourists would be able to have a coffee at Cafè Florian in the middle of the US, or on an island in the middle of nowhere. No 
need for big cruise ships to cross Canale della Giudecca anymore. People’s selfies in front of the campanile will still look the 
same and no worries about checking-in at Piazza San Marco on Facebook, it will still pop up on your friends’ feeds that you 
were in Venice after all.

Authenticity means different things to different cultures, and when considering the threat that faces Venice in the future it 
appears to make sense to re-evaluate our limited and rigid European definitions of what it means to be authentic. As a city 
that is immersed in culture and history, Venice provides us with the opportunity to test this theory to its limits, and provide the 
Venice experience throughout the world, without further damaging the ‘original’. 
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According to the UNESCO, Venice meets the first six.

i. to represent a masterpiece of human creative genius;

ii. to exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the world, on 
developments in architecture or technology, monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design;

iii. to bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization which is living or which 
has disappeared;

iv. to be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or technological ensemble or landscape which 
illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human history;

v. to be an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement, land-use, or sea-use which is representative of a 
culture (or cultures), or human interaction with the environment especially when it has become vulnerable under the 
impact of irreversible change;

vi. to be directly or tangibly associated with events or living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with artistic and literary 
works of outstanding universal significance. (The Committee considers that this criterion should preferably be used in 
conjunction with other criteria);

vii. to contain superlative natural phenomena or areas of exceptional natural beauty and aesthetic importance;

viii. to be outstanding examples representing major stages of Earth’s history, including the record of life, significant 
on-going geological processes in the development of landforms, or significant geomorphic or physiographic features;

ix. to be outstanding examples representing significant on-going ecological and biological processes in the evolution 
and development of terrestrial, fresh water, coastal and marine ecosystems and communities of plants and animals;

x. to contain the most important and significant natural habitats for in-situ conservation of biological diversity, including 
those containing threatened species of outstanding universal value from the point of view of science or conservation.
(UNESCO, 2004)

i. Venice is a unique artistic achievement. The city is built on 118 small islands and seems to float on the waters of the 
lagoon, composing an unforgettable landscape whose imponderable beauty inspired Canaletto, Guardi, Turner and 
many other painters. The lagoon of Venice also has one of the highest concentrations of masterpieces in the world: 
from Torcello’s Cathedral to the church of Santa Maria della Salute.The years of the Republic’s extraordinary Golden 
Age are represented by monuments of incomparable beauty: San Marco, Palazzo Ducale, San Zanipolo, Scuola di 
San Marco, Frari and Scuola di San Rocco, San Giorgio Maggiore, etc.

ii. The influence of Venice on the development of architecture and monumental arts is considerable; first through the 
Serenissima’s fondachi or trading stations, along the Dalmatian coast, in Asia Minor and in Egypt, in the islands of 
the Ionian Sea, the Peloponnesus, Crete, and Cyprus, where the monuments were clearly built following Venetian 
models. But when it began to lose its power over the seas, Venice exerted its influence in a very different manner, 
thanks to its great painters. Bellini and Giorgione, then Tiziano, Tintoretto, Veronese and Tiepolo completely changed 
the perception of space, light and colour thus leaving a decisive mark on the development of painting and decorative 
arts in the whole of Europe.

iii. With the unusualness of an archaeological site which still breathes life, Venice bears testimony unto itself. This 
mistress of the seas is a link between the East and the West, between Islam and Christianity and lives on through 
thousands of monuments and vestiges of a time gone by.

iv. Venice possesses an incomparable series of architectural ensembles illustrating the height of the Republic’s 
splendour. From great monuments such as Piazza San Marco and Piazzetta (the cathedral, Palazzo Ducale, Marciana, 
Museo Correr Procuratie Vecchie), to the more modest residences in the calli and campi of its six quarters (Sestieri), 
including the 13th century Scuole hospitals and charitable or cooperative institutions, Venice presents a complete 
typology of medieval architecture, whose exemplary value goes hand-in-hand with the outstanding character of an 
urban setting which had to adapt to the special requirements of the site.

v. In the Mediterranean area, the lagoon of Venice represents an outstanding example of a semi-lacustral habitat 
which has become vulnerable as a result of irreversible natural and climate changes. In this coherent ecosystem 
where the muddy shelves (alternately above and below water level) are as important as the islands, pile-dwellings, 
fishing villages and rice-fields need to be protected no less than the palazzi and churches.

vi. Venice symbolizes the people’s victorious struggle against the elements as they managed to master a hostile nature. 
The city is also directly and tangibly associated with the history of humankind. The “Queen of the Seas”, heroically 
perched on her tiny islands, extended her horizon well beyond the lagoon, the Adriatic and the Mediterranean. It was 
from Venice that Marco Polo (1254-1324) set out in search of China, Annam, Tonkin, Sumatra, India and Persia. His 
tomb at San Lorenzo recalls the role of Venetian merchants in the discovery of the world - after the Arabs, but well 
before the Portuguese.
(UNESCO, 1987)

i. The lack of a buffer zone around Venice and the lagoon.

ii. A lack of enforced speed limits and regulation of the number and type of boats in the Lagoon.

iii. The transit and anchorage of big ships within the Lagoon.

vi. The maintenance and conservation of privately owned historic buildings.

v. Public projects at risk of damaging Venice have been promoted, such as the excavation of a new shipping   
channel, extending the existing channels and the extension of the airport.

vi. No development and tourism strategies have been produced.

vii. Venice’s loss of population.

viii. The extreme rise in the conversion of residential properties into hotels and B&B’s.

ix. The decline of traditional manufacturing and craftsmanship.

x. Unbearable numbers of tourists are entering Venice.

My name is Vanessa Torri. I’m 24 and I am currently 
studying the MArch Architecture RIBA Part 2 at 
Manchester School of Architecture.

I love to travel and I love food!

This is when I started wondering: to what level is the city still authentic?

But, to my great surprise, when looking up the word ‘authentic’ in the Oxford 
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2005), we are presented with three definitions, 
and interestingly the third definition contradicts the first two. ‘Authentic’ is 
something that is “1. known to be real and genuine and not a copy; 2. true 
and accurate; 3. made to be exactly the same as the original”. Therefore, we 
have just established that to have an authentic experience of Venice, we only 
need to experience something that is made to be the same as the original, but 
doesn’t have to be the original itself. 

In ‘A world of fragile parts’ (2016), we are presented with a new conception 
of ‘copies’, which “have attained a new value: preservation.” Copies have very 
often outlived the originals and we can make use of them to ensure that our 
cultures, traditions and genius can be preserved and documented for the future 
generations.

“Our material world is fragile. Even the seemingly permanent decays” because 
of “neglect, vandalism, conflict, climate change. Urbanisation, disaster, mass 
tourism.” (V&A, 2016) And Venice is extremely endangered due to the above-
mentioned issues. Therefore, it doesn’t seem that unrealistic that a way to ‘save’ 
Venice would, in fact, be to copy it, creating many ‘authentic’ copies scattered 
around the world. This way, everybody would be able to experience Venice 
without having to come to Italy and damage the original city even further. 
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